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It is easy to be critical of previous generations for their weaknesses, flaws, and idiosyncrasies.
Despite assumptions of progress or improvement, the current generation will also be seen in the
same light. In fact, most of today’s celebrated theologians, favorite seminary professors, and
“ground-breaking” books will be forgotten, if the Lord allows the world to continue for several
hundred more years. The very best theologians, whose work will endure, will likely be confined
to footnotes in the history of theology. The task of proclaiming Christ’s Word will go on, but
the desire to say something new and seminal only fulfills the proverb: “What has been is what
will be, and what has been done is what will be done, and there is nothing new under the sun”
(Eccl. 1:9).
The old, enduring tomes of theology can provide a corrective to the near-sightedness and
blind spots of present theology. The shift in emphasis between generations and historic periods
provides distance and hindsight. This can be most helpful. The faithful proclaimers of the Word
in the past can also be used to interpret the present. Their strengths are more difficult for us to
uncover, because it requires exposing the shoddiness and short-sightedness of current times.
Interpreting and understanding an antiquated work takes real effort. It will not have popular
cliches and well-worn patterns of thought. The concerns are likely different, as well as the
language and terminology. This is definitely the case with the orthodox dogmaticians of the 17th
century. Their scholastic methods and lengthy syllogisms make them abhorrent to the ADHD
generation.
It is easy to dismiss out of hand a work as trite because it does not address the burning
question of one’s time. But there is value in considering works in their own context. Theological

products of another time provide isolation from the foibles and superficial assumptions of the
prevailing theological atmosphere.

Theological Methods
In this technological day it is effortless to communicate rapidly. Perhaps it is too facile. Thoughts
go out unedited, unformed, and unfiltered. Blogs and email make theological debate accessible
to many, however, they make poor mediums for serious, comprehensive theological reflection.
Bite-sized communication media, fast-paced lives, and the desire to be pithy and biting
have led to sloppiness and one word theologies. Have simple phrases replaced the multi-volume
dogmatics of yesteryear? Slogans are bandied about without definition or context. Theological words are chanted as shibboleths or insults: “liturgical,” “incarnational,” “christological,”
“sacramental,” “gnostic,” “pietist,” and “bronze-age.” But without context or definition, they
are so imprecise as to convey anything but an emotional charge, like an explicative. A present
theological deficiency is the desire to be so concise that terms are not accurately defined. With
meanings waving like flags in the wind, it is impossible to reveal the depth and coherency of the
doctrinal system given in Scripture.
The present topic, the distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental articles of faith,
traces its fullest explication to the 1626 work of Nicolaus Hunnius, entitled Diaskepsis Theologica,
meaning “Theological Examination.” The author’s father, Aegidius, was a respected Wittenberg
Professor. Born in 1585, Nicolaus also was one himself for six years.1 Afterwards, he became
superintendent at the port city of Lübeck in northern Germany.2 His chief work was not academic,
but practical, as he “revitalized the somewhat moribund Ministerium tripolitanum of Lübeck,
Hamburg, and Lueneberg in order to mount a combined offensive against the three enemies
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of Lutheranism there:” “enthusiasts;” “Roman Catholic missionaries,” “and the increasingly
large Reformed communities.”3 The actions of the latter served as the impetus for Hunnius’
Diaskepsis.
Hunnius’ Diaskepsis is a salutary corrective for our own time. This work is still the classic
formulation of the teaching of the distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental articles.
It is a difficult work to read. Scholastic definitions abound and the entire book is one giant
syllogism. There are some theological weaknesses as well, as is wont with sinners handling God’s
Word. Despite its style and format, it is a classic tome of Lutheranism, of which there are few.
This paper will not try to unravel Hunnius’ train of thought or justify his method in Diaskepsis. It will highlight some of his insights which show a well-thought-out relationship between
doctrine, faith, and Christ. This paper contends for the relevance of the distinction between
fundamental and non-fundamental articles and aims to apply it to illuminate the article of justification and its relationship to all other articles of doctrine.

The Question Determines the Answer
The idea that certain doctrines are non-fundamental seems absurd without context. The classification of doctrines Hunnius made is often the object of ridicule today.4 But the goal of Hunnius
was not to be lauded by the 21st century. Hunnius did not crassly rank doctrine from most
important to least. He did not imply that “secondary fundamental” and “non-fundamental”
articles of faith were easily discarded. Being sloppy or superficial is not a caricature that applies
to the orthodox dogmaticians. We must meet Hunnius in his words which answer his theological
question and purpose, which is not necessarily ours.
The narrow question of Diaskepsis is: how is doctrine viewed from the vantage point of faith?
Hunnius highlights both differences and unity in scriptural doctrines as observed from God-given
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faith in an individual’s heart. While scholastic methods and the distinguishing of articles may be
used to alienate doctrines from one another, Hunnius shows their inner consistency and united
purpose.
C. F. W. Walther defended Hunnius: “It was not the purpose of Hunnius to show what must
be believed, for among Christians it is self-understood that they believe Scripture. But here he
wants to point out which articles of faith are necessary for kindling faith in the human heart
and which are not.”5 Hunnius’ work answers a very specific question. By his definition: “The
true foundation of faith is the characteristic and immediate cause which of itself generates faith.
It allows no other causes in addition to itself and excludes those things which oppose the true
cause.”6
Diaskepsis is very much like an elegant mathematical proof, which makes it challenging to
grasp as a whole and poor bedtime reading. But Hunnius articulates and fleshes out in a powerful
way the typical Lutheran slogan: “Justification is the article by which the Church stands or falls.”
The word “fundamental,” “in the history of the Church has been so bandied about, so miserably perverted, so monopolized for certain ends, so twisted by articles of interpretation, as if
a man could use it to mean anything he pleased.”7 The idea of fundamental doctrines in our
context usually denotes a reduction in doctrinal content and subscription, implying that the less
than fundamental articles may be sacrificed on the way to ecumenical unity. As an example, the
teaching of fundamental doctrines is said to be “useful, since by emphasizing the great cardinal
articles of the Christian faith, it promotes the union of the various parts of the Christian Church
and develops a spirit of tolerance with regard to the articles of lessor importance in which they
disagree.”8 Conversely, conservative fundamentalist groups today select a few biblical teachings
to trenchantly confess, in polemical opposition to the dominant spirit of the culture—ignoring
purity of doctrine and the unity of Scripture. Neither of these modern tendencies is what Hun5
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nius had in mind when he wrote Diaskepsis almost 400 years ago. It is tragically ironic that
Hunnius’ work was written to dissuade and prove union with the Calvinist Reformed impossible,
though the results have been twisted as an invitation for doctrinal apathy.
The discrimination of fundamental and non-fundamental articles actually comes from Scripture, in I Cor. 3:9-17:
For we are God’s fellow workers. You are God’s field, God’s building. According
to the grace of God given to me, like a skilled master builder I laid a foundation,
and someone else is building upon it. Let each one take care how he builds upon it.
For no one can lay a foundation other than that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ.
Now if anyone builds on the foundation with gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay,
straw—each one’s work will become manifest, for the Day will disclose it, because it
will be revealed by fire, and the fire will test what sort of work each one has done. If
the work that anyone has built on the foundation survives, he will receive a reward.
If anyone’s work is burned up, he will suffer loss, though he himself will be saved,
but only as through fire. Do you not know that you are God’s temple and that God’s
Spirit dwells in you? If anyone destroys God’s temple, God will destroy him. For
God’s temple is holy, and you are that temple.9
Individual Christians, not doctrine in abstract, are buildings in various states. Faith in people
varies with regard to strength and quality. Doctrine relied upon and believed builds the heart
upon Christ. Trust in that teaching of God establishes the believer. Justified Christians are a
building, the temple built by God, in various states of repair.
While doctrine is multifaceted with many articles and truths, and faith differs in strength,
faith itself is binary. The foundation is Christ and one is either in Christ and righteous or outside
of Him and under God’s wrath. One is either in the one holy Church by faith in Christ, or outside
and without true, saving faith. It is not the personal trust itself which makes one alive to God,
but faith’s proper object: Christ, the foundation of saving faith. “Everyone who comes to me
and hears my words and does them, I will show you what he is like: he is like a man building a
house, who dug deep and laid the foundation on the rock. And when a flood arose, the stream
broke against that house and could not shake it, because it had been well built” (Lk. 6:47-48).
There are only two judgments on the Last Day. At that time the true object of each one’s faith
will be shown.
9
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How do doctrine and saving faith relate? “For no one can lay a foundation other than that
which is laid, which is Jesus Christ.” But others build on the true foundation with “gold, silver,
precious stones, wood, hay, straw,” which is not the foundation itself. In other words, orthodoxy,
the accurate knowledge of every Christian article, is not a prerequisite for saving faith. No one
is saved by the purity of explicated doctrine.
Yet, there is a close relationship between faith and doctrine, explained by their connection to
the foundation, which is Christ. Some articles are necessary to build the foundation, while some
false teachings destroy the foundation. But not all untrue teachings added upon the foundation
result in damnation for the believer who still possesses Christ. “If the work that anyone has built
on the foundation survives, he will receive a reward. If anyone’s work is burned up, he will suffer
loss, though he himself will be saved, but only as through fire.” The Apostle does not say that
false teaching or a complete lack of true teaching is unimportant. That person who is taught, or
teaches, falsely, while the foundation is unharmed, “will suffer loss,” but is saved. This passage
also delineates the builder, that is, the teacher of doctrine, from the building, the one taught
and who believes. I Cor. 3 relates doctrines to faith in Christ, which is the scriptural teaching
of the distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental doctrines.
The question that Hunnius deals with is not fellowship, but what doctrine is necessary to
kindle and sustain faith, that is, found a person on Christ, the living Savior. Diaskepsis analyzes
doctrine as a structure in the mind and heart of sinners. Like a physical structure, some doctrinal
content is essential, while other articles do not make a building a building, that is, compose the
sure foundation of Jesus Christ. But windows, doors and paint, the non-fundamentals, certainly
improve the building and make it whole and more sure.

Scripture and Doctrine
Scripture is often the starting point in theological prolegomena, the things spoken beforehand.
However, as a part of the prolegomena it is before the theological task proper. That does not
diminish its importance in the least. But it must be used properly as God intended. It is not
enough to be “in the Word,” a pious, though dubious, modern slogan. Many portions of Scripture
6

separate from God, cause despair, work sin, and actually damn. It is not contact with random
biblical words that generates and sustains faith.
Scripture is the only doctrinal authority. It is not the proper object of faith or its foundation.
Standing on pages of the Bible or memorizing them does not mean that one will stand before
Christ righteous on the Last Day. “Curse God and die,” is inspired by the Spirit (Job 2:9), but
would make a poor sermon theme. Lutherans do not hold to a “flat” reading of Scripture, as if
every single word is proportionately useful to a Christian or in elucidating a particular doctrine.10
All of God’s Word is profitable for salvation, though not all parts are equally profitable in precisely
the same way. It requires a skilled builder to engineer and erect a complete and unshakable temple
that will last for eternity.
“Although the unity of Holy Scripture does not demand that all its statements be considered
of equal importance for faith and life, this attribute of the Word of God will not permit any
feat of subtraction.”11 From the vantage point of the faith, which lays hold of Christ and founds
the sinner upon God’s mercy, passages of Scripture are decidedly unequal. That does not make
any of them extraneous or useless. Some teachings are closer and some are further from the
foundation, which is Christ Himself, in the structure on which faith relies.
Early in Lutheranism it was sufficient to emphasize the singularity of Scripture as the source
of doctrine. Rome’s insistence on tradition and its magisterium, made the teaching of Scripture
alone enough to set Lutherans apart. “The Regensburg disputations [1601] exposed a weakness
in early Lutheranism’s ecclesiastical thinking. While emphasizing their sola scriptura principles,
Lutherans had given relatively little thought to developing a formal mechanism for adjudicating
disagreements between competing interpretations of Scripture.”12 Aegidius Hunnius, the father
of Nicolaus, formulated the Lutheran response at Regensburg. It became clear that subscribing
to Scripture alone is not enough to maintain doctrinal purity.13
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Today, being a “bible-believer” is the analogue for holding to sola scriptura. While good in
itself, it says little to nothing about one’s doctrinal foundation or hope of eternal life.14 “All
Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for
training in righteousness” (II Tim. 3:16). Not all parts of God’s Word are necessary for building
a living hope based on Christ risen from the dead. John 3:16 is rightly more pointed to than the
ceremonial law in Leviticus. That should not diminish any part of Scripture in the eyes of the
believer. There is a God-given unity and purpose in Scripture.
The Lutheran Confessions, referencing I Cor. 3, speak of
“the foundation,” that is, the true knowledge of Christ and faith. Even though here
are among these people many weak ones who build upon this foundation structures of
stubble that will perish (that is to say, certain useless opinions), nevertheless, because
they do not overthrow the foundation, these things are to be both forgiven them and
also corrected. The writings of the holy Fathers bear witness that at times even they
built stubble upon the foundation but that did not overturn their faith. But most of
what our opponents defend does overthrow faith, as when they condemn the article
on the forgiveness of sins in which we said that the forgiveness of sins is received by
faith.15
Scripture itself also speaks of some teaching as more essential and foundational to faith: “Therefore let us leave the elementary doctrine of Christ and go on to maturity, not laying again a
foundation of repentance from dead works and of faith toward God” (Heb. 6:1). All doctrine
supports faith, is God-given, and is intrinsically valuable. The various articles are united in their
single purpose, though some support faith more directly and adhere closer to Christ.
The chronological order in which doctrine is to be presented is not fixed by Scripture. But
the doctrinal structure built in hearts requires a skilled builder. The doctrine of election is a true
comfort, but Romans 9-11 is not a standard passage for Lutherans in evangelizing unbelievers.
Without knowledge of Christ’s work and the forgiveness of sins by faith, election by itself does
not generate faith.
The Roman Church denied the distinction of statements in Scripture. “Jesuit Adam Tanner
14
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asserted at the colloquy at Ratisbon [1541] that every statement in Scripture has the force of
doctrine and could be considered an article of faith. Was it an article of faith that Judah committed incest and Tobias’ dog wagged its tail?”16 By picking one’s favorite passage, Scripture can
be made to say anything, if every word is equal in regards to what is to be believed for salvation.
Despite the many authors, books, and styles, God’s Word features an intrinsic doctrinal unity
and structure. It is helpful to know this distinction between articles, to see more clearly the
overall, eternal purpose for which they were given: “each one’s work will become manifest, for
the Day will disclose it, because it will be revealed by fire, and the fire will test what sort of work
each one has done.”

Doctrine and Faith
“Faith” is a much abused word. It has a secular meaning, in additional to a myriad of semipelagian definitions. Some theologians desire to avoid mentioning the word altogether because
of all its baggage. However, it is a biblical teaching.
Faith is subjective, it resides in a person. It varies in quality,17 but that fact does not influence
salvation. “If faith is not mistaken in its object, but lays hold of it, be it ever so trembling, with
ever so weak a confidence, with only the striving for and desiring of it, such faith is indeed small
and weak, but nevertheless true faith.”18
An important conclusion is that there is no faith without doctrinal knowledge of Christ. The
proclamation of the Gospel gives knowledge of Christ, so that faith actually lays hold of Christ.19
That is why the Gospel is called the “power of God for salvation” (Rom. 1:16). All of God’s
Word is powerful, but not every individual passage lays the foundation of Christ for its hearers.
There is a difference between the source of Scripture, God Himself, and how that Word is used
16
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upon men. It can make guilty; teach morals, grammar, or writing style; or forgive sins and save.
Faith is more than an intellectual knowledge of Scripture, memorizing doctrine, or reciting
facts of Christ’s life. It does have a doctrinal and intellectual component, but it is not merely
a human work of understanding. Hunnius states: “Also, because I am not now worried about
the foundation of piety but of faith—the historical and moral dogmas of things, not which one
must do but which he must believe—we must remove completely for they [the things we must
do] never deserve to be called ‘articles of faith.’ ”20
“Article of faith” is imprecise language. “Faith stems from doctrine; but part of this doctrine
is not strictly a part of the faith which stems from this doctrine. It therefore deserved to be
called not an article of faith but an article of the doctrine of faith.”21 Faith is not doctrine, but
it relies upon the doctrine which brings Christ. But not all articles of the one body of doctrine
are equally foundational to making sinners God’s temple.22
Faith, according to Hunnius, is described by three contemporaneous elements: knowledge
of God’s mercy in Christ, assent to those truths as known, and confidence which appropriates
Christ’s righteousness.23 While subjective faith in the person is impossible to study, true faith
wrought by the Spirit “actually lays hold of Christ.”24 Faith is not concerned with its own
subjective qualities. It is the “application of Christ merit,” and “apprehension and application
of divine grace made through Christ.”25 There is a common doctrinal foundation, witnessed to
by Scripture, underlying all true faith in men. It is God who gives the promises which offer
Christ, reckons faith as righteousness, and justifies in time with the righteous verdict that will
be public at the Last Day.
The investigation into the nature of the foundation of faith is not a jettisoning of doctrinal
integrity. It is an inquiry into the foundational promises based on Christ on which true faith
must rest. The foundational articles are the heart of the Gospel which builds one on Christ,
20
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without which there is no salvation.

Scripture and Justification
Doctrine is derived from Scripture, though not all scriptural statements constitute an article
of doctrine on which faith relies. That has led some of the modern era to deny its historical
statements. It is a sin to call God a liar, and Scripture is His Word. To deny any statement in
it is dangerous and could lead to the loss of faith.
Scripture, while important, is not a part of the foundation of faith, since not all believers have
had it. “The doctrine of Holy Scripture is not common to every time and to all people because
at some time it was unknown; namely, when it did not exist.”26 One may have Christ and His
Word without the Bible. However, there is a distinction between being ignorant of Scripture, like
Abraham, and denying clear statements it makes. By itself, an incorrect doctrine of inspiration
does not damn. An error in this article of Scripture could cause one to deny the foundation of
faith, since the written Word does give the doctrine which delivers Christ.
The one who denies that Scripture is God’s Word errs. Not because faith rests on this article
of sola scriptura, but because it cuts one off from the source of the teaching which enlightens man
and creates faith. “He who denies that the Word of God exists errs dangerously and morally but
doesn’t undermine faith dogmatically.”27 The error itself is not incompatible with faith, though
practically this is a dangerous position to hold.
The denial of individual statements of Scripture is also hazardous. Depending on the statement, it may be incompatible with faith. To deny the general resurrection is to deny Christ’s
resurrection and our future hope, which is to have no saving faith (I Cor. 15). However, to deny
creation in six days does not necessarily negate faith, though it does endanger it. That would
make it a non-fundamental doctrine. One could say that six days is much too long for God to
take to create, that instead he did it in an instant. That is a denial of a clear article, but does
not overturn by itself the foundation. On the other hand, an evolutionist might use his theory
26
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to deny that God made man. If the conclusion is drawn that God cannot redeem what was
not His creation originally, faith is no longer grasping the true Christ—the foundation has been
overturned.
While Scripture is the source for theology, the actual list of books which comprise Scripture
is not an article of doctrine for faith. “We deny, the catalog of canonical books to be an article of
faith, the rest of what is asserted in Scripture having been added on. Many have faith and they
are able to seek after salvation, who do not hold the number of the canonical books.”28 Scripture
is critical for the theological task, but it does not constitute a part of the foundation of faith.
Denial or ignorance of non-foundational dogmas must be analyzed as to their conclusions.
It is false to say that heterodoxy condemns or that orthodoxy is a requirement to be justified.
Such a position would actually be a denial of the forgiveness of sins Christ won for all men. This
distinction allows one to judge scriptural errors in relation to faith. For example, some of the
history presented in the Creed is extraneous to faith. Not knowing of Pontius Pilate does not
harm faith, though denying it could lead one to doubt the certainty of Jesus’ historical expiation
of sins. By itself, apart from believing the foundational articles, a confession of Scripture’s nature
or its history does not justify.29

Salvation and Purity of Doctrine
Be careful of making conclusions for others and damning them, when they do not state the
conclusion one could make. The heart cannot be judged like explicated doctrinal statements.
There is a wide difference between the ignorant, those misled by wolves in sheep’s clothing, and
those who maliciously deny a teaching. Not every dogma serves faith in the same way and the
consequences of a false teaching are dependent on things one cannot know. Not everyone who
kicks in a wall or smashes a window bulldozes his temple, though that person should be warned
28
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as to what he is doing if the trend continues.
Christians should not have fellowship with error, but to deny that every errorist has fellowship
with Christ is to deny the mercy of God. Even the sin of doctrinal error can be forgiven, if that
person has a faith which still relies on Christ. But all doctrinal error jeopardizes the stability
of the entire structure. The goal is not to build a shanty which cannot withstand storms of
suffering, but a cathedral which cannot be washed off Christ, the Rock. The goal of all doctrine
is man’s salvation in Christ, that is, his justification before the Father.
Lutherans are vigilant about the purity of their doctrine. Not as an end in itself or because
all Lutherans have Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder.
Now, let it be observed that Paul in I Cor. 3 by no means wishes to say that a Christian
merely has to accept the articles that are fundamental, that everything else belongs
to the category of open questions where there is liberty and that nobody should look
upon a person askance or censure him when in dealing with matters of this category
[of non-fundamental articles] he either accepts or rejects what the Scriptures clearly
teach. On the contrary, St. Paul and all other writers of Holy Scripture testify that
a little leaven of false teaching leavens the whole lump, that no man has the liberty
to add or subtract anything with respect to the Word of God.30
All doctrine serves the purpose of faith. None of it is optional or up to man’s discretion to
believe. Yet, not every denial of a doctrine leads to the loss of the foundation. Everyone should
be thankful, because there is much wood, hay, and straw strewn about in churches and even
upon on the true foundation among laity in orthodox Lutheran churches. That does not absolve
preachers of skillfully building upon Christ with “gold, silver, precious stone,” that is, the true
doctrines, including the non-fundamental.
Lutherans maintain purity of doctrine for the sake of Christ, that He may be formed in all
sinners.31 A minister should demolish false doctrine, though that is not the end goal. Without
contradicting error, sinners may be lost by depending on what does not justify. It is critical
to remember that destroying error is not yet arriving at the truth. The foundation of faith is
30
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positive, so that it can be trusted with confidence. The content of the Gospel incites hope in the
sinner. All polemics and all doctrinal exposition ultimately serve this purpose: to allow Jesus
to shine as the light of the world, so that each individual may come to a knowledge of the truth
and appropriate His righteousness.
An intrinsic unity binds all doctrine together, even though sinful man is often saved in spite
of his dilapidated doctrinal state. One who holds that Scripture is God’s Word should know
that “one Word of God is all and that all are one, that one doctrine is all doctrines and all are
one, so that when one is lost all are eventually lost, because they belong together and are held
together by a common bond.”32 The distinction of fundamental and non-fundamental doctrines
actually buttresses this truth, by showing that all articles are different, yet serve God’s evangelical
will. “Only after a man is justified does he take the right attitude toward the entire Scripture,
believing that Scripture is God’s Word . . . . But this love of the Law and of the entire Scripture
has nothing to do with faith so far as it justifies.”33 All doctrines, including the distinguishing
of articles and the preservation of sound doctrine, serve the purpose of salvation, even if some
sinners are saved despite their preference for no roof on their temple.
Christian doctrine has man’s eternal salvation as its ultimate goal. All its parts are aimed
at it. “Whether they lead directly to it or only remove the impediments, regardless of how they
lead or aim, they must stir up, promote, help, drive, etc. Also, in whatever way these parts do
that, they are articles of Christian faith.”34 In Hunnius’ view, the fundamental articles of faith
are not just correct religious views to hold, but weight-bearing footings within the entire body
of doctrine, which together cause faith to spring to life. They do not just witness to Christ but
comprise the essential doctrine which puts the sinner into God’s grace and justifies him.

Justification and Faith
It is effortless to deny salvation to others, who hold to false doctrine. However, it is dangerous to
show less mercy than God. Public fellowship and the doctrine one officially associates with is an
32
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important public confession. But it not the criterion for salvation. The forgiveness of sins is had
by all who hold to Christ and His mercy by faith. Lutherans have traditionally condemned the
false doctrine of other Christians, while allowing that Christ forgives all sins: moral, religious,
and doctrinal. This does not condone sin, but establishes mercy, not purity of doctrine, as the
prevailing current in theology. Christ’s sacrifice for all sin must be central.
In 1619 the Wittenberg faculty condemned Calvinist errors, but they were careful to judge
the marks of that church and the doctrinal danger, while not making judgments about whether
individual members were justified before God by saving faith:
The Calvinistic sect is damnable, since it goes against the foundation of the faith.
. . . Not everyone who holds the misleading doctrine is to be damned for that reason.
. . . Although such people, if God wanted to deal with them according to his justice,
would also have little hope of their salvation . . . nevertheless it is right to have patience
with them, as with people weak in faith, and with Christian love to hope for the best,
and to pray for them, that God may be gracious to them, for they know not what
they do.35
This echoes Jesus’ words from the cross over people who did not seem ignorant. While purity of
doctrine should be sought, the Father’s mercy through Christ applied to the sinner is actually
the center of the Christian faith.
Doctrine is not the same as faith. It can be collected in books and dissected by academics.
But it is misused if it does not lead to Christ and declare the sinner righteous before the Father.
The article of justification summarizes this action of the Father. The goal of the Church is not
to make orthodox robots, but hearts founded on grace and in reality remove the guilt of sins.
Any article of doctrine not used for this purpose, however accurate, is misused.
While the idea of a central article has been used to deny Christ and unpopular articles, the
true use of it unites all doctrines into their single, God-given purpose: to justify the sinner
in heaven. “Luther wants every other doctrine to be drawn from the depth of the doctrine of
justification; whatever does not flow from it is to him a shameful denial of Christ.”36 The article
of justification is not just a teaching to be mentioned the most times. It is God’s own action.
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Justification is the nexus or link between God and man, the touchstone by which man knows a
gracious God in Christ. “The central doctrine [of justification by faith] forms the nucleus of the
whole dogmatic system, and around which all other doctrines of the system revolve.”37
Justification does not merely talk about Jesus, it delivers Christ’s righteousness and causes
the sinner to rely on it. There can be no standard book definition of justification. It is not
a formula, but an action. God is the one who justifies and causes faith through the Gospel.
Christ turns the holy and just Judge into a gracious Father for the condemned sinner. “This
transformation of God occurs in heaven.”38 This is not a change in God’s nature or attributes,
but through Christ, God is now seen as merciful to the individual. Faith describes this new
relationship. “The Gospel not only gives information concerning a new relationship between him
who hears it and God; but it brings this relationship about.”39 “Justification is the judicial act
of God by which He sets the believing sinner free, . . . with the result that man becomes a child
of God.”40 Doctrine is applied to the individual and received in faith, so God is relied upon and
his foundation is Christ.
This doctrine of justification summarizes the Gospel and encompasses all other doctrines,
but more than that, it forgives sins and brings the lost into God’s kingdom. It happened not on
the cross, but when this doctrine encounters a person in time and the Spirit works faith to cause
him to trust and find confidence in God because of the crucified Christ. The act of justification
opens heaven, re-orients the believer in God’s grace, and causes him to lay hold of Christ.
Whatever is necessary to justify the sinner is, by definition, the foundation of saving faith,
because it brings Christ and changes how God is seen. “For [Christ] knows that if they cling
to it as the foundational and chief article of faith, they are in the lap of the Holy Spirit,” and
can overcome all enemies and “everything that happens to them. . . . For this knowledge does all
things. It affords us all wisdom; it gives us God with all His goods; it opens heaven; it shatters
37
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hell, the devil, and the world with all their wisdom and might, lies and murder.”41 This personal
application of Christ’s doctrine marks justification as the center of theology, so that it makes all
doctrine practical for salvation.
The idea of a fundamental truth and kernel of doctrine upon which faith must rest is biblical,
but historically it is traced back to Luther. With him, “it was the first time in all the history of
theology and dogma that the decisive truth of Christian faith was concentrated in such a fashion
on one specific article.”42 It is God reaching down from heaven and choosing to love an object
of wrath and making him His child. Justification is an action of God, not merely a definition or
arrangement of words. Faith is not knowing facts or history about Christ, though it does include
those. It is to know Jesus as the image and face of the only gracious God. Justification is God’s
granting of the righteous decree in time, along with all of the attendant gifts of grace. Without
knowing Christ and trusting that His righteousness has been applied personally, “the sun has
lost its brilliance, and there is nothing but darkness. . . . And even if the Word concerning faith
and Christ is retained—the heart has no foundation for a single doctrine. Whatever remains
there is merely froth, flimsy opinions or illusions, and a painted and tinted faith.”43
Despite Luther’s lead, justification as the nucleus of all theology has been variously challenged,
even by Lutherans. But all other doctrines are confined to a limited scope, no matter how critical.
Justification, the objective act, unites all individual articles and is the point of contact between
God, man, and Christ.44 The result is not visible until the Last Day, so the believer lives by
faith. Faith does not rest only in temporal promises about earthly life, but primarily eternal
life. Faith looks forward to Judgment Day, already having been justified in time. “There will
be a day on which the doctrine of a preacher must be put to the test. That day is the day of
temptation, the day of death, and Judgment day.”45 I Cor. 3 testifies: “each one’s work will
41
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become manifest, for the Day will disclose it, because it will be revealed by fire, and the fire will
test what sort of work each one has done. If the work that anyone has built on the foundation
survives, he will receive a reward.”
This driving purpose, by which God declares sinners righteous, unites and orients all articles
of doctrine. Without this personal application and laying of the saving foundation in condemned
people, theology would be a theoretical discipline.
Whoever is ignorant of this dogma: “God wants to have compassion on people who
have fallen into sin”; that person can never claim with firm confidence that God
wants to have compassion on him. After all, how can a person who doesn’t know
that God wants to have mercy on any person conclude that God wants to have
mercy on him in particular? For this reason it follows that this dogma: “God wants
to have compassion on people who have fallen into sin” is a primary article of the
foundation.”46
By constructing a new relationship between God and man, theology becomes the most practical
discipline and knowledge in the world.

Christ and Faith
The Christian faith can be expounded from many points of view. Whether one starts a presentation with God in His eternity, Jesus, creation, original sin, or heaven, all is merely talk
until the sinner’s heart is founded upon Christ and God’s mercy is opened up to him personally.
This uniting article of justification requires several doctrinal conclusions, especially concerning
Christ. Justification is not a vacuum or empty word. It draws in all other doctrines. Because
the foundation requires doctrinal assumptions and “justification by faith” seems formulaic, some
Lutherans have searched for another principle teaching.
Though lacking, here is one such attempt: “Traditionally justification informs all the articles
of faith, but this honor more appropriately belongs to Christology, which begins with Jesus, in
whom we are justified.”47 Christology, narrowly speaking, is the relationship of Christ’s two
natures. While this knowledge is essential, by itself, it does not make the connection to man.
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Perhaps because faith is such a meddled topic in Christendom, it is easier to avoid faith altogether
and talk about Jesus: “Recognition of the historical figure of Jesus as God is the first theological
topic and should penetrate all theology.”48 While it is tempting to agree, due to the necessity of
Jesus for salvation, this view disagrees with classical Lutheran theology.
If the historical reality of Jesus is the touchstone of all theology, man need not be involved
with Him or know him any certain way. Christianity is more than facts about Jesus and His
person. Many who had saving faith did not know many details about Jesus, recognize his face,
or touch him. The Old Testament saints did not know the date of His first advent or the many
details of what He would do, which we have in the Gospels. The example of Nathanael is
illustrative:
Philip found Nathanael and said to him, “We have found him of whom Moses in the
Law and also the prophets wrote, Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph.” Nathanael
said to him, “Can anything good come out of Nazareth?” Philip said to him, “Come
and see.” Jesus saw Nathanael coming toward him and said of him, “Behold, an
Israelite indeed, in whom there is no deceit!” Nathanael said to him, “How do you
know me?” (John 1:45-48b)
Nathanael did not know Jesus, the man. He would not have recognized him or worshipped him.
But Jesus knew Him and declared Him “an Israelite indeed, in whom there is no deceit,” that
is, a justified child of God. How can that be? Nathanael trusted in the coming Christ and
His forthcoming work of redemption, and applied the promise of eternal of life through Him to
himself, without knowing His name (Jesus), or the time of His birth.
Many were reckoned righteous before there was a “Jesus,” that point in time when God’s
Son became man in Mary. Nathanael did not know the Messiah’s birth, or care about anyone
in Nazareth, yet he believed for salvation. Those like Abraham did not start with Jesus, but
“believed in a Messiah who would come.”49 “We must necessarily suppose that we look to the
foundation of faith not by reason of times and of various persons; rather it is one and the same
for every time and for any persons at all.” Hunnius describes his universal approach: “I am
investigating the foundation common to all the faithful at whatever time they lived, even to
48
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those who did not know that the Messiah had been revealed and did not know how to express
Him with His proper name.”50 It is not contact with the skin of Jesus, as the soldiers had, or
visible sight, as the Pharisees had, that brings God’s favor and causes every deceit and iniquity
to be taken away by Christ’s resurrection.
We know Christ by His work, which involves necessary assumptions about His human and
divine natures: “You see, if one is ignorant of the divine and human natures, he cannot place
the hope for so great a work in Him. If he is ignorant of the union, he then either tears apart
dangerously the object of his faith or his faith does not rest upon a firm foundation.”51 We live
to God only by faith: “the life I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who
loved me and gave himself for me” (Gal. 2:20). The theological question is how man becomes
founded upon Him who became man for men. The historical knowledge of Jesus necessary for
salvation is very limited, since His works and righteousness are personally appropriated in faith.
The overriding concern is not how much man knows of Jesus, but whether Christ knows man
salvifically and sees him as righteous.
Christ is grabbed and laid hold of only in faith, not factual knowledge of His two natures.
Faith is the only instrument given by God by which men are joined to Christ and partake of
forgiveness and life. Faith requires a promise, yet christology, narrowly speaking, is not a promise,
though it is a crucial piece of the foundation of faith.52 “It is the fundamental error of modern
positive theologians when they make the Person of Christ the object of faith to the exclusion of
the work of Christ, i.e., His fulfillment of the Law and His suffering of the penalty of the Law
in the place of man.”53 What is doctrinally necessary is not necessarily the chief article. We
demand a right understanding of the two natures, God and man, in Christ, not for its own sake,
but because it is necessary to preserve what Christ did for all men: He died for sin and rose from
the dead.
Luther’s great work in theology was his re-discovery of the living Christ. Instead of
metaphysical analyses of God and definitions of the qualities of the two natures of
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Christ, which was an intellectual process of the mind, and never touched Christ’s saving work, Luther made the Person of Christ a part of the blessed personal experience
of justification by faith.54
A preacher does not preach only about Christ—he connects Jesus’ works to listeners and incites
hearts to live in Christ.
The actual foundation is Christ. But christology by itself does not place the sinner’s trust on
Christ or inspire hope of eternal life. St. Paul does not speak of Jesus’ real historicity, in general,
as the main theme of proclamation, but His particular work which earned sinners absolution:
“For I decided to know nothing among you except Jesus Christ and him crucified” (I Cor. 2:2).
This dictum shows the intimate connection between the God-man and what He did for all the
world, not just that he was real. “This justification does not coincide with the atonement on
the cross, but is rather its fruit. God justifies you by not only announcing grace to you, but
truly and actually receiving you into the relation of grace and sonship.”55 To be declared as
righteous sheep on the Last Day, all must be individually placed on Christ, the foundation of
faith, in a moment in time.56 Justification is the Father’s act of removing sin from the sinner and
clothing him with Christ’s righteousness. It is perhaps mistakenly called an ‘article,’ because it
actually encompasses all other articles and encapsulates the salvific effect of God’s Word. “He
has delivered us from the domain of darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his beloved
Son, in whom we have redemption, the forgiveness of sins” (Col. 1:13-14). The Spirit grabs
sinners in time through the Gospel and justifies in the present for eternity.
The subject of justification, and by coherence, all Christian doctrine, is man. A sinner is
acted upon and made to be righteous to the Father. Faith receives this righteousness and latches
onto it, making it his own.
Because we have no other doctrine closer to faith, we certainly must say that this
very doctrine establishes the foundation of faith intrinsically and, in fact, very closely.
This assertion is of that type: “God wants all people to be saved and to come to the
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knowledge of the truth.” This statement stirs the mind of the person listening that
he subsumes: “I am a person,” and concludes: “God therefore wants me to be saved.”
which is a good part of saving faith.57
Faith is an inference that the doctrine of Christ is “for me” personally. When any doctrinal
topic, though of critical importance by itself, it not used to deliver Christ’s righteousness, it is
not used correctly. God’s teaching fabricates faith in people, so that Christ, the living God,
becomes their foundation.
Justification, a divine action, unites all members of the saving truth by actually offering,
applying, and procuring Christ’s righteousness through faith. This does not lead to doctrinal
reductionism, but rather fidelity. “In the fundamental doctrine of justification all the other
doctrines of the symbols are involved, so that every one who sincerely believes the one will be
compelled to believe the others, if he carry out his faith.”58 Without this internal coherency
and uniting purpose, the articles will be disjointed and not used for building people into God’s
temple.
It is a great error of our time that Jesus’ earthly life and humanity are denied, but the
opposite of that error is not enough by itself to generate saving faith. One may know all of
Jesus’ earthly history and actions in the Gospels, without it moving his heart or establishing
faith. Justification relates the main purpose and unifying center of all theology. “For no one in
the church can successfully counter an opponent or teach what is orthodox who does not rightly
understand this article [of justification], or as St. Paul calls it, this sound doctrine, or who does
not . . . firmly cling to this doctrine.”59 It is not the term “justification” or a book definition
that causes the Church to exist, but the action which transforms the holy Judge into a gracious
Father by Christ, the light of the world. Salvation surely involves Christ, but it must also engage
and touch man, since Christ died for all the world.
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Faith and Sacraments
It is disconcerting to modern Lutherans that the sacraments are not a part of the primary foundation of the faith. In classical dogmatic terminology they are called “secondary fundamentals.”60
Despite seeming to be an insult to their importance, there is sound reasoning in this distinction.
A fundamental article refers to the foundation of doctrine by which Christ is built in a person.
Faith rests on the structure of doctrine, which is how one knows Christ to believe in Him. “To
believe in Christ is to believe the doctrine about Christ.”61 No orthodox Lutheran disputes the
importance of the sacramental acts or is willing to compromise any doctrine. However, their
relation to faith is correctly explicated by distinguishing them from the foundation necessary to
kindle faith. While the sacraments confer life and the forgiveness of sins, their doctrine does not
lie directly next to Christ, supporting Him foundationally.
The sacraments as act and as doctrine are different matters. Baptism is effective on an infant
who has not been taught the power of the water and the Word. A Baptist never told of the power
of his baptism does not need to be re-baptized, after learning the truth of it. The sacramental
act remains firm, because it is God’s act. Knowledge of baptismal doctrine is not necessary for
Christ to justify in the washing of regeneration.
Of the Sacraments and, in particular, of Baptism, there is this necessity that Christ
denies with an oath that anyone is going to enter into the kingdom of God unless he
has been born again of water and the Spirit, John 3:5. Therefore, just as the Word
is necessary so that no adult receives faith unless he receives the Word, so also the
sacrament of Baptism. This however, refers to practice and is related among things
that one must do, which things we have already before removed from this plan of ours.
Furthermore, as he who hears the Word but has heard nothing about the power and
efficacy of the Word, nothing about the manner and means of its revelation and
preaching, nothing about the necessity of hearing the Word and nonetheless obtains
faith and is saved, so also he who as an infant uses Baptism to his salvation, although
he may have heard absolutely nothing about its institution, substantials, fruit and
work, draws faith and salvation from the baptismal font.62
While Baptism and the Word are the means of conferring salvation, the foundation of doctrine
and their efficacy does not depend on their being comprehended dogmatically. One may know
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Christ by faith without knowing exactly how he became founded on the Cornerstone. Explicit
knowledge of the sacramental means or awareness of personal faith do not constitute the saving
object of faith. The Word and sacraments as tangible means are essential if one is to have faith
kindled, but doctrinal cognizance is a separate matter. This makes the doctrine of the sacraments
not a part of the primary foundation of faith.
This is a vital subject, considering the doctrine of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper is mangled
and twisted by every other church, save orthodox Lutherans. The final goal of preaching is
salvation, the justification of people, not a correct knowledge of how God acts to save. Did
Abraham trust in the salutary washing of the water with the Word or articulate the real presence
of the body of Christ in the Supper? No, and it was not necessary for his faith in the coming
Christ. So today, one may deny the institution of circumcision, an Old Testament sacrament,
without necessarily voiding his faith. Many Christians deny the substance of Christ’s Supper,
yet still receive forgiveness through means, in Baptism and the Word. But one cannot hope to
be saved if he follows that doctrinal conclusion through and absents himself from all the means
of salvation.
Hunnius proves his point:
I argue this way: whatever dogma, first, is not a cause of faith; second, was not
set before people at all times to this end that they receive faith therefrom; third,
was completely unknown to many without harming their faith; that dogma is not
fundamental as constituting the entire foundation or entering it essentially. The
doctrine regarding the Sacraments is such a dogma. The doctrine of the Sacraments,
therefore, is not fundamental.63
One must pay heed to what is meant by “fundamental.” This distinction does not deny the
necessity of those means by which Christ’s passion is applied to us or that faith should rest in
those promises. It is simply the recognition that alone the doctrine of the sacraments is not the
intrinsic cause and dogmatic foundation of faith.
This recognition is of practical import. The sacraments are preached falsely if they do not
direct the hearer to God’s good disposition through Christ. It is not talking about the sacraments
or bringing them to the forefront that sustains faith. The sacraments are instruments which direct
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to Christ by forgiving sins. They are promises of Christ to be trusted, because they distribute the
forgiveness of sins. This gives rise to faith, which depends on Christ Himself, who works through
the sacramental means. The words of the Supper’s institution direct to Christ’s atonement and
its fruit, which it actually gives: “this is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for many
for the forgiveness of sins” (Mt. 26:28). The proper object of faith is the crucified Christ, who
works through those elements by His Word.
Defending and confirming Christ’s real presence in the Supper is a characteristic Lutheran
activity. It is vigorously asserted that the bread is Christ’s body and the wine is Christ’s blood,
as Christ stated. In actuality, it is a polemical statement to preserve the truth of the Supper’s
institution. It is serves a negative purpose to preserve the integrity of the meal. While necessary
to counteract the false doctrine of those who make it merely a symbol, it is not sufficient as a
support for faith. Having Christ’s body available to eat does not help one who does not know
Christ or His work. Christ’s righteousness must be applied to the believer, so that Jesus is
trusted and faith is engendered by all articles.
The truth of the Sacrament’s substance must be turned into a promise: the real Christ offers
His body and blood as a gift which reconciles to the Father. That person is well prepared who
believes that he is a worthy recipient of that forgiving meal for the sake of Christ. He places
faith in those words and accepts the inference that the words and elements are meant for him,
to save and open up heaven to him. One justified today has the same faith as Abraham, who
lacked the New Testament sacraments, but had his own which founded him on Christ.
The sacraments do not require pure doctrine to work effectively. Theologians draw a distinction between their essence and the benefits they bestow. Many deny the power of baptism, while
keeping the doctrine concerning the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in its institution whole. They
do not deny that God is triune, therefore they have a true and certain baptism, even though
they suffer by lacking the full doctrine of baptism which can support faith. But those who deny
the essence of the Supper, that it is Christ’s body and blood, are said to not have Christ’s meal,
no matter how much it looks like a valid Lord’s Supper: “They, indeed, have only bread and
wine, for they do not have the words and instituted ordinance of God but have perverted and
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changed it according to their own imagination.”64 While it does endanger faith to believe falsely
concerning the means of God grace and His Word, such a doctrinal denial does not necessitate
the denial of God’s mercy upon the sinner or remove the possibility of receiving it through any
means.
While the sacraments do not constitute the very foundation of faith, that does not negate
their importance for faith and eternal life. After all, one is baptized into Christ, not a teaching
of baptism. Hunnius’ goal in defining the fundation is not to find a minimum of doctrine to unite
churches. That is a misunderstanding of his endeavor.
“Fundamental” must be used in the right way. One current view is that: “Since Reformed
do not see the sacraments as fundamental, they can live with Lutherans who see them as fundamental, but Lutherans cannot, or at least should not, return the favor.”65 The problem is not
that Reformed do not see sacraments as fundamental, it is that they deny either their institution
or benefits. No one has permission to rearrange the doctrinal structure to enlarge his polemical
war chest. False doctrine should be condemned as error, but an error does not change the positive foundation of faith which stirs confidence in the heart. Even after every false doctrine is
destroyed, the foundation must still be built and maintained.66
Church fellowship requires orthodoxy, not faith, which cannot be seen or judged. However,
how that body of doctrine is related to faith is a much narrower question. The distinction between
fundamental and non-fundamental articles of faith shows the positive essence of doctrine. It is
misused if made to construe fellowship with non-orthodox Christians, though there is hopefully
inward fellowship of the Spirit, since heterodoxy is not the unforgivable sin. Lutherans refute
error in doctrine, while hoping that God’s mercy is not thereby denied by those misled into
theological errors.
It is not enough to the preach the sacraments as instituted by God and correct in their
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substance. The guiding star of justification leads sinners to trust in those means as gracious
actions of Christ, by which they may be certain of their justification. That means that a reading
of Scripture which finds a sacramental theme or reference under every biblical meal and droplet
is insufficient to cultivate faith. Allusions and hints of symbolism have not yet acheived the goal
of all theology: to apply God’s mercy to the guilty hearer. Faith relies on certain knowledge of
Christ and His Word, which assures of one’s standing before the Father leading up to the Last
Day. Lutherans do not preach Christ for the sake of the sacraments, but the sacraments for the
sake of Christ.

Unity of Purpose
Orthodoxy is not an end unto itself. One who has knowledge of all doctrines can be damned without Christ. Faith is not an intellectual work, though it does have an intellectual and doctrinal
component. Theologians cannot directly diagnosis the heart’s faith, but they can analyze doctrinal statements and public confessions. The distinction of fundamental and non-fundamental
articles does not tell whether faith exists, but merely whether it is possible in the presence of
certain errors. It also highlights how a person relates to Christ and the body of doctrine in faith.
This distinction can at best be a guide, but used properly, it can show how all doctrine is united
in purpose.
All doctrine is not essential for saving faith. But all doctrine does support faith—some
articles more directly, others more remotely. This is a helpful corrective to an “abandon the nonfundamentals fundamentalism,” where love for Jesus is said to be enough. The question is then
what kind of Jesus: one who is God, lived as a man, died, or was resurrected? A strong faith in a
dead Jesus renders all love and belief worthless. Doctrine cannot be short-circuited by ignoring
the object of faith to focus on its subjective qaulities. Faith relies on doctrinal knowledge to
know Christ and receive His life.
Even what seems to be unnecessary or remote to faith does support faith. The structure of
faith built upon Christ does not have to be spartan and bare. All teachings given by God to
believe lead to eternal life. Instruction and knowledge of all teachings is praised by God: “If the
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work that anyone has built on the foundation survives, he will receive a reward.”
In Diaskepsis, some of Hunnius’ most insightful moments are his connections of non-fundamental
doctrines to the foundation of faith. While “non-fundamental” may give the connotation of unimportant, he goes out of his way to show how even they decorate God’s temple and that all true
doctrine is “gold, silver, precious stones,” which are appropriate to adorn and finish out God’s
dwellings. One should by no means ignore or see as optional what is not foundational. Any
doctrinal error is a danger to grasping Christ by faith. Even if false teaching does not lead to a
fatal dogmatic error, it is perilous to not believe any element of truth which God has revealed
and leads to grace.
When dealing with the non-orthodox, this distinction helps to show whether they may be
founded on Christ. For example, a believer may even deny original sin, which is a grave error.
But it is not the sin of Adam or grandpa which drives one to the Gospel, but one’s own guilt. It
is conceivable that one may know personal guilt from the Law, yet deny that others are sinful.
Rome, in a way, denies original sin by Mary’s supposed “immaculate conception.” That does
not mean that every Romish believer thinks himself without sin, though it is a dangerous and
false belief. Doctrine is not all or nothing. But each person is either founded on Christ for
righteousness or under God’s wrath.
Knowledge of sin and hell is not yet the cure, though these doctrines are useful to faith.
“If one does not take note of the damnation of the wicked, sins will not torment greatly the
conscience of anyone so that he flees for refuge to Christ. Rather, if one should believe in Christ
because of achieving temporal happiness and avoiding condemnation, he errs in his faith because
Christ did not come nor did he take His responsibility upon Himself for such a thing.”67 Hell is
not just a mirage to frighten people, it is doctrinal truth and reality. That deserved consequence
of sin is taken away by Christ’s punishment in the moment of justification. But without the
teaching of eternal punishment heaven loses its savor and sin is nothing to feel guilty about. “He
who denies that God condemns unbelievers to hell, how does he lift up his heart to God with this
confidence that He is not going to condemn him as he believes. One cannot deny [this], therefore
67
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without harming his faith.”68 Hunnius is clearly no reductionist or modern fundamentalist. All
doctrines should rest on the foundation for the temple of God to be undiminished.
A teaching of fundamental articles does not relegate the non-fundamentals to the wastebin
of theology. Instead, the distinction shows in which article all doctrine coheres and finds its
ultimate aim, strengthening the entire body of doctrine. “All the parts of the foundation are
joined together for this: that they jointly carry the building.”69 Johannes Quenstedt (1617-1688),
another scholastic dogmatician, describes the connection between all articles of faith:
articles of faith are parts of the doctrine of faith, divinely revealed for our salvation,
which are most intimately united to each other and to the whole, as the parts or
joints of a finger, and into which the whole structure of the Christian religion may
be resolved, as a finger into its joints. And their connection is so intimate that, when
one is removed, the rest cannot continue sound and whole.70
The goal of theology is not to reduce all doctrine into a single slogan or philosophical axiom, as
if all its content could be intellectual derived from a single principle. A certain foundation leads
one have to have skillfully erected walls, a sound roof, and the most appropriate ornamentation.
The foundation is Christ, but “let each one take care how he builds upon it” (I Cor. 3:10).

Technical Definitions
For the sake of completeness, it is convenient to be familiar with the formal scholastic terminology.
“The primary articles of faith are commonly said to be those which for salvation, faith and health
are not able to be denied, but also are not able to be ignored.”71 In the words of Hunnius: “A
primary article is a part of Christian doctrine which one cannot not know and yet keep safe his
faith and salvation.”72 While the use of double negatives clouds the concept, it appropriately
negates limiting God in His power.
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Primary fundamental articles are ones which faith cannot be ignorant of. In other words,
they, in total and in unison, comprise the essence of the dogmatic foundation upon which faith
rests. Because this definition includes the faith of the saints prior to Jesus’ birth, it is not that
wide. While there is no attempt to precisely place each teaching, the various formulations give
their nod to the article of justification. “Sound doctrine about God’s grace and Christ’s merit is
the foundation of faith,” especially in regards to their connection and universality.73
Despite the intimidating definitions, Hunnius did not attempt to precisely delineate and
categorize every doctrine. He abstrusely uses negative language and methods to not be dogmatic
where God is not in Scripture. The category of non-fundamentals provides room for God’s grace
among those misled by false doctrine. No one should condemn holders of false doctrine and the
ignorant who may be founded upon the one foundation of Christ. To condemn all heterodox
who call themselves Christians would be a denial of God’s grace. That would render Christ’s
redemptive work incomplete and unable to atone for sins in doctrine. Of course, those who have
the truth have the duty to lead them out of ignorance, so they put aside childish ways.
The simple fact that not all doctrine is the same is the point. While all are important and
God-given, they are not all equivalent or capable of trading locations in God’s temple. There is
no definitive list which categorizes every article of faith. That does not preclude value in seeing
articles from the viewpoint of their use and connection to Christ.
The category of secondary fundamentals is said to be close to the foundation. While they
do not create the foundation, their negation can upset the very core of doctrine. The secondary
fundamentals preserve the foundation by averting the “contrary error.” “Such articles, therefore, can be unknown with simple ignorance but cannot be denied through the assertion of the
opposite.”74 No one requires a small child to verbally articulate the genus maiestaticum, but
to deny the communication of divine glory to the human nature of Christ is to split Christ in
two and destroy the unity of His person, and thereby His work. Theologians have come up with
many useful terms and ways of speaking to prevent error, which is not the same as creating
faith. Avoiding error is not identical with being renewed and cleansed in Christ. Ignorance of
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the secondary fundamentals does not damn, if one does not subvert the foundation of faith. In
fact, by showing that not all articles support faith in the same way, Hunnius shows their unity
by cutting to the singular purpose and unity of all doctrine: to justify the sinner in Christ.

The Original Objective
It is a sad irony that Hunnius’ explication of fundamental and non-fundamental articles is used
to deny great portions of God’s Word. While ecumenism has co-opted the terminology and
meaning, Hunnius actually wrote his classic book to show how fellowship is impossible with the
Calvinistic Reformed. The full title of His book makes that clear: Diaskepsis Theologica: A
Theological Examination of the Fundamental Difference between Evangelical Lutheran Doctrine
and Calvinist or Reformed Teaching. His entire book sets up the necessary definitions and
syllogisms to prove the hypothesis in the title.
Hunnius was by no means advocating joint fellowship with Christians who differ doctrinally.
He actually attempted to destroy “false irenic attempts:”75 “I have taken upon myself, therefore,
to kill two birds with one stone: to destroy with the treatise which I am presenting that first idea
[of the Reformed] of fundamental agreement and the second idea about the absolutely empty
promise of a synod.”76 Calvinists could accept the Augsburg Confession, arguing that the errors
are merely non-fundamental. At times they called Lutherans “brothers.”77 Instead of letting the
opponents of Lutheranism set the terms of debate and decide what was “fundamental,” Hunnius
minced no words in proving their fundamental disagreement. He attacked a unity not based on
unity in doctrine:
I am speaking about myself scrupulously that I love sincerely and am pursuing peace
and truth; as far as I am concerned, that peace is cursed which is connected with the
destruction and damage of truth and, in turn, whoever sows quarrels in the Church
or fosters them in any way is cursed, especially at this deadly time when we happen
to be living78 ; that he is cursed who corrupts the correct statements of the other and
eagerly twists them into a worse sense so that he hurts the one who is working in the
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truth and asserting it; and finally he is cursed who keeps quiet about something that
can show their error to those who err, support the truth, preserve purity of doctrine
and extend the glory of God.79
Several main points of contention evolve in Diaskepsis. It extensively quotes Reformed public
and private writings to assess their position. For example, Hunnius cites this Reformed attack
on Lutheran christology: “As soon as the humanity through the personal union received all the
divine attributes [according to the Lutheran teaching] in and of itself, then Christ no longer
could let Himself be truly seen, touched, betrayed; He could no longer actually eat, drink, feel
tired; He did not really become sorrowful, did not actually suffer, die, etc.”80 Along the same
line: “If Christ’s flesh is really omnipotent and thus really God, it is not true flesh, not of
the same substance with our flesh; in this way, it removes the foundation of our consolation
and salvation.”81 Although the differences first show in the Lord’s Supper, they are seen to be
really a different understanding of the unity of the two natures in Christ. It is not enough to
pinpoint error, a theologian must show how an error affects the foundation, Christ Himself. “If
the communion of attributes is destroyed or denied, the characteristic and primary purpose of
this union falls.”82
Hunnius makes hay with the Calvinistic errors of irresistible grace, limited atonement, and
especially election. “The true foundation of faith [according to the Reformed] is election for
salvation and the understanding thereof, which anyone concludes that God wants him to be
saved. Lutherans do not embrace this.”83 The mercy of God is called into question by Reformed
logic.84 If faith rests on the certainty of election and not all are elect, unbelievers cannot rest on
sure mercy from Christ. Thus, the very foundation of faith, which demands a certain promise, is
subverted. Hunnius’ scholastic method does not diminish his vigor for the truth and orthodoxy.
He expounded upon the foundation of the faith, to show how the Reformed disrupt it by their
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doctrine.

Relevancy Today
Rather than paving the path to union with erring churches, the distinction between doctrines is
better put to use judging erring fellowships. It serves as a way to categorize the churches into
sects, heterodox churches, and non-Christian bodies. Not every error is a heresy, and not every
person holding membership in a heterodox church is a child of Satan.
A heresy is “an error in doctrine that is held and stubbornly defended by those who are in the
church of Christ in opposition to the foundation of faith, causes divisions and offenses contrary
to sound doctrine, and stubbornly rejects correction.”85 Fellowships which deny God as Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit cease to be Christian churches, even if they use copiously the word “Christ.”
Sects do not destroy the foundation, but are separated without reason or have separated over
what is not the foundation of faith. Without the distinction of doctrines, all errorists would
either have to be accepted or condemned. That makes it a critical, non-fundamental teaching.
The other useful application of this teaching is in dealing with individual Christians. Many,
even in orthodox Lutheran churches, are ignorant of important teachings and may speak incorrectly about the doctrine of the faith. But ignorance and simplicity, assuming the foundation
which causes justification is not overturned, does not damn. Walther shows he is no idealist:
“Just consider what the situation is in our own congregations; if an examination were had, how
many rationalist, Methodist, Baptist, and papistic errors would come to light even among those
Christians whose genuine faith we have no reason to doubt.”86 Hunnius’ teaching shows that
errors from ignorance and simplicity, even of important dogmas, are not always incompatible
with saving faith. There is room for grace, but not fellowship, where the foundation remains,
despite the believer’s errors. This possibility is not an excuse to revel in sin or to recrucify Christ:
“You cannot say: I will err in a Christian way. A Christian error happens from ignorance.”87
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Conclusions made for others are dangerous. Charity must remain even in theological debate.
We should judge clear statements and warn of faulty conclusions. But to accuse others of denying
Christ, when they do not arrive at that conclusion themselves, is loveless. The idea of a felicitous
or fortunate inconsistency shows how errors in some articles of doctrine can coexist with saving
faith.88 It is analogous to a proud and happy homeowner taking a hammer to his walls. Yet in
grace, he may remain a homeowner in a substandard dwelling.
The essential doctrinal components allowing justification may stand in heterodox churches
along with falsehood. Charity in viewing Christians does not have to mean compromise in
doctrine. Hunnius qualifies his intent, lest he limit Christ’s mercy:
[God] knows how to work faith in ways completely unknown to us in those who are
involved in error without malice and to have compassion on any of the sheep who
err in this way. In fact, I rather hope here even for all the finest things with regard
for His grace, and I desire to understand whatever has been asserted until now with
regard to the ordinary manner of God’s acting until He has been revealed though His
Word.89

Conclusion
While this topic is not fundamental or appropiate for a novice in doctrine, it is a necessary
teaching. “Every handbook on dogmatics devotes at least a section of its discussion to this
subject.” “The distinction between fundamental and non-fundamental doctrines is undoubtedly
Scriptural, as so many Lutheran dogmaticians have shown.”90 Walther even goes so far to say
that a church cannot be Lutheran without holding to this distinction: “The Evangelical Lutheran
Church distinguishes sharply between fundamental and nonfundamental articles set forth in
Scripture.”91 This is found under the thesis: “The Evangelical Lutheran Church assigns to every
doctrine of Scripture the rank and significance which it is given in God’s Word itself.”92 Not
only does this distinction center the theological task, it is necessary to grasp the complete unity
a).
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of Christian doctrine. Used correctly, it clarifies the theological task and makes the relationship
between Christ, faith, Scripture, and justification clearer.
Doing theology is not like making a stew. One may not toss around doctrines as if they are
all equal and will meld together delightfully if only cooked long enough. That is not the task of
a true preacher of the gospel, but the action of one who undermines the doctrine of Christ. The
Gospel is not a matter of definition or saying the right words. A perfect statement of Christian
truth may be undone, by adding “wood, hay, straw.” Error added to inspired truth can divert
faith away from Christ by perverting its sole purpose. Doctrine is a unit, united in its purpose
and truth.
While we must polemicize, destroying errors does not bring life to the dead. And if we
overemphasize a denied doctrine, without setting it in the doctrinal order in which it is found in
Scripture, Christ is not served. The opposite of error is not a promise to be relied on. Preachers
must give the positive truth, which has not changed from the time of Adam to today. Though
our knowledge is more complete, our faith is not of a different nature. Only when all doctrine is
in its right place, as God intended, will the light of Christ’s Gospel shine forth most brightly.
[God] wants the doctrine of justification to be considered the fundamental doctrine,
and he wants it so preached. Therefore whoever wants to be a preacher of the
Gospel, a Lutheran preacher, must, like the apostles, above all things preach Christ
into people’s hearts, and offer and present to them the redemption accomplished by
Him. May God make us ever more proficient and willing for this.93
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